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Slicahel Chekhov Afternoon Jay .10, 1938

AC- UL'LLLG THE .‘lEl’iI‘L'J

mm;

SAYLL: \

FEELIEG LE iiiU’iil n.

JUSLIL’ICATIUR

   

ACQUIFI. ii 'A‘ E (MAL J:

. I am afraid of something which is too dangerous to

be ovélaoked. I am not sure about two things one of which

is whether you really work at home on themlays. when I sea

you starting again and again the same exercises I feel I have

to lift you like a heavy weight: each day anew. 'Lhis is no" r
x

Vat all profession-:31 ~ it is not allowed. A person who Works

in a factory cmmot be taught each morning the same: thing.

but we have actually to start frq'm the very beginning each

morning. I repeat so mmny times the some thing. and without

any results. 11; makes no so mxhappy aud it is a. great pro-

  
blem for me. 111131. does it meal? I don't ‘ .ow the reason.

I was: an actor for many years, and I remmbor that

when I was told by tho director during; no rehearsal that this

is what I. want. then I brought it the rox‘t day and it was

there for the whole time. unloss the director told me it was

not zuocdod. But to leave the rehearsal, and to come the

next day as if you have done nothing or tried riotl‘xing, this

is: to me a mysterious thing, and it makes :30 5.111

:roup must have professio: all abilities;

 

what i: has done it has den-.3. .omorrow we add another store

and the zoext rlay moothar, but to stay each 13y with the same

atom is not possible. because we must build. I must. put thin
a
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,ro‘olem before you. because I feel holyless and 110;; less. .L

 

carrot help you because you‘ do ..o't help me. .L can do my work.

but I cannot do your work. Iou must understand this; you must

do it. .201: me. ”1101‘: I see that we star"; oi; from the very

  

[tilt/3'. I an ill and weak psychologically. am I fool

\

everythqu: is in vain.

szo‘chor point. when I ask myself. if they work at

home, than I ask whether they really bow how to work. You

must know because we have spoken about it so many times. «hat

does it meanto war}: at home. First of all you must have a

list or the things. in whatever ordor' you like. let us imagine

 

that you have to :vrapare oomethin}; role: to center, for

tomorrow. How shall you do it? You must start to work with

your imagination on certain scenes, certaii. sentences, the

 

whale play. but to Work absolutely decisively, tau: 5 this or

that 50th of our method. After imagining for let us say

ten mi:m'ces. then quite consciously stop and. ace what you

Izava.

Iext you may choose the I sycholmgicol gesture -

who: take the scene or 'ihe character glad file 1,110 psycho-

logical ;;os":ure. crhaps you have to invent it. and when you

have fouzgd it you work or. the same scene with it. uhon stop.

Shes. m‘vte other points of the Method, atmosphere,

objectives. etc” £2.41 work wim them. 11‘ you are able in do

  
  such no: , the; you are able to 1531'}. if you are

able to do sue): work, thou you are able to be a member of our
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Studio and 01m future theatre, because we are trying to find

this conscious. sound, culthral approach to this poor theatre

profession which is nothing but vague floundering about. we

want to find the method.

‘ When you work in tho old manner. that means to read

some woods and do some movements. then stop and look out the

window, and then speak some sentencas, then sink into a cer—

tain vague state which makes you feel that you are very much

in the play - all these things are our enemies. Sheroforo l

have elaborated a certain Method. because I have seen what a

psychologically unhappy life actors have if they are not

famous and selfish. They are only thinking of a big salary,

  and bi! parts, and to bo head of the theatre. ibis their

only aimg there is no profession. only floundering about and

dreams of a possiblo future.

TECHLIQUEI

rho only way to stop this stupid life is to make a

real profession from our so-oallsd profession and for this

purpose we must have a certain technique - the simplest tech-

nique I can give you. Atmosphoru...simple. Lbjective...

simple. Jon't take it as a heap of rules which a nuosian

person has givdn as a certain method. If you approach this

heap of rules and really put your hand in and tako one thing

you will see 5hat it is a Jewel. and not a vague and u:3haped

heap of things. Everything is quite understandable, therefore
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you must work at home. taking each of these things separately.

For instance. take imagination...put it back. objective...

put it back. isychological gesture...put it back...and don't

try to take the whole heap of things which are falling down

on you, If we do this, and only if we do this, will the time

\

,come when we shall mentor our simple technique as a magician

masters his very compliceted technique.

Imagine what a musician had to leern before he be-

gun to play - but he was able to learn his technique. uhat

means by desiring to learn a cortein technique we do not need

to Spend our whole life at it. In two or three years time we

can be masters of our technique. put we only begin to master

the technique of this so-called nrofcsoion. If you go to the

university you will have to learn much more difficult things

with much more attention. You will have to learn Greek, for

instance, because the University will require it of you. In

our profeesien we cannot learn our technique theoretically.

only practically, day after day, by $933; these simple things:

we have to do them one by one, then we will get this technique.

You do not appreciate one thing which is quite new

in our school, but as an old pereon in the theatre I know how

important it ie. If you will go to another schonl which has

no method. you will be told so many tides that you are no”

gifted; the teachers will tell you that you have notgift.

He never say that you have no gift: we say swallow this pill

and you will be hea.thy and sound. We may have to say some-
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times that a yerson ie not gifted enough and it decides their

destiny here. He are sometimes obliged to say it. but we don't

say it to everyone, every moment.

In other schools you would experience this dreadful thing day

after day. Gradually you would become old. angry. tired.

'willing\te act and to be famous so as to reckon with all

these teachers. With time it creates a certain psychology

which we know in the theatre. You will not find a theatre

anywhere in the world, except perhaps in China and Japan.

where jealousy and hatred don't reign over the whole psycho-

logy or the theatre. But we are so luc}:y to have quite a

different thing. f

But we see that you have not taken this pill from

the box and swallowed it -\it will not hurt you it will only

help you. There in a great difference. If we appreciate it

we will appreciate the possibility of getting the means with

which to manage cursolyoe. If you ydll take these suggestions

seriously. than you will see the results. the first of which

will be that you will bring_te tomorrew‘e rehearsal what we

have tried to do today, or ycs_terday. and from this point we

will be able to say that now we begin to be professional. Un-

til that time we are cnly amateure and weak personalities.

if we have te hear the eamo thing day after day we

are weak in eur mindo. simply weak, and something must be

done about it. ihe only thing we can do to fig.ht this mong

attitude of mind, is to take the mathed. alease try to help
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me by using the Method. one thing after another.

If you will do this youkwill got the pleasure and

it will be your interest to work. you will want to work be—

oause it makes you happy, because you know how to work lino

by lino, word by word. xhoroforo; I want you all together

to attuhd the same rehearsal, and I will try to demonstrate

to you how you can work at homo, by combinlng certain things.

When at tho beginning of tho term I told you to work from

three points - concontratlon. loaginaticn and incorporation.

I thought you Would do this and would understand it.

STYLE!

Dnagino-you are at homoi working alone. What will

your ground ho? Style. lake the scene in the mother's sit-

tl g room in Our fhantomn, [@go Fonnenoe I . uohearse by

trying to exproso the Style. No are not exploring the miso

on scone - it is another possibility but not at this time.

What does it mean to work with the style? in quite clear and

conscious of what we imply by the style. He absolutely con-

soiouo of each step - form. my body gives no the form. I

fill it. The form must be filled with at least my presence.

my "I am" present in my form. Lent: your presence must fill

the form so stfongly that it can be broken. Stiffness comes

always but I take it from my body - stiffness inwardly which

stops the teméo is taken away. My "1 an" Eillirg my body.

Absolutely simply and very consciously done. how we have
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this basis and we see from this point of View only. if you

feel that the form becomes Weak, Stop and begin again. Don't

lose yourself in imaginary things; only one thing is being

exercised - styld - nothing more. You are blind and dear to

everything else.

\ If you Judge yourself now from the point of View of

the future performance thero in nothing — it is impossible

from the point of truth or justification perhaps, but in such

rehearsals. at the very beginning when we are only concerned

with the style, it will be vmong but let it be wrong - we

have time to repair it. Actors of the old school try to act

the whole part at once - from where? Just a heap of something

which will lead to chaos. The some as a child who begins

to write letters before he can write his alphabet. he will

write,"flamn. Luy no the toy.”

Don't try to write something before you have the

knowledge or the letters. but work concentratodly on the

one point, doing it again and again. lhle does not mean that

you have to lie - if your nature tells you that it is very

untruthful you will find the right approach and the truth, but

it is not absolutely necessary at the moment. We will find

all the nuances and details and truth later on, but conscious

work on the style is our only Consideration at the moment.

ihot was an example of how you can work alone - no

truth - not the right psychology - not the right characteri-

zation. etc.. but that must be - all that is a Lacesaity for
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rehearsals, but if you try to find it all at once you will lose

yourself. Just as the director must be gatient, so you as

actors must be patient as well.

now imagine that you have chosen to work on the basis

of justification. then it will be quite a different approach.

quite Q differedt line. Even if the style suffers this time

do not pay attention to it. than take radiation; you will

njoy it as much as any of the other points: you will enjoy

all these thiugs. and this is our aim. Io this way you must

take the method. being alone or boipg together. It is the

simp1e51 techniquel it is much more simple than torturing

youraolf by trying to grasp the uhole thing without having

any means.

FEELILG at? 'i'I-IU’i'I-i r2 JUSTIE‘ICATICL:

Lev take another ground - the feeling of truth.

combined with justification. Iho moment will come when you

can combino many things. and the moment will come when the

director will ask you to not fully. if at this stage you

fool you need words that are not there. improvise them. ihe

author is here and will help you. but before you do improvise

we cannot help you. It is not allowed to speak sentences of

the text in a wrong woy, but if you feel you need some sen-

tences which are not.thoro, improvise then. Later we can

accept or change them. Such sentences must be created from

the actor's point of view, and never from the intellectual -
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it is the egtgg'g necessity.

when working on the basis of justification. you must

justify every little movement and sound. You can be as free

as you like, but it must be justified each time; never movo~

ment in general; this is never allowed. Justification and

fooling\of truth is required to be there in everything. he

must go through this torture. otherwise we_will always rely

upon the director. and this in not oesoiblo because the di-

rector can give direction only if the actors are able to give

him enough material; The second point to remember is that

you must get accustomed to the method absolutely. otherwise

we cannot even prepare the play. ;We have to so through this

torture and understand once and for all what it means to

justify. ihero is no other way to make it easier.

The first rough mistake must be justified as feel

has done. After he has justified his first rough movements,

he must try again and he will be able to justify things which

are finer and more subtle. then still more subtle things will

be Justified. if you hope to justify everything at once it

will not be possible. Lever try to Justify yourself and

everything in general, because it is impossible. Iou oust

Justify each movement as it disturbs you, one by one. If

you are getting up you must justify your getting up, etc.

A chain of such justifications will lead you to another chain,

each of which will be finer and finer.

Don't be depressed - if you expect that you will
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be abla to got it tomorrow you are wrong, but it shows that

you have not yet even startbd to use the method. You have to

work at homo constantly._and this it: tho experience we must

go through.

' Low I suggest that you work on ovcrything in the

Method: instead of tho thioo points - concentration, imagination.

and incorporation - which I outlined for you at tho beginning

of this term. Go through all tho pointo. working on 53;

Ebnntomn find Ssanish Evnninv as well. Repeat the scene

 

on the same ground. It was more justified - justification

leads you more and more into the play. and We must not 1050

heart. In this ptaso you will lofio such things as tempo.

characterization, otc.. bpoauoe you cunpot do it all at once.

later on you will no able to do aiidthoSo things.

tlensa try to uppreciatoiquito clearly that al-

though you have loot many thihgs in the scene. and you did

many things vmong, you have justified much more. tor the

sake of final understanding we will take the same sound until

you will see that you have understood what I an aiming at.


